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CAMPUS

SNOOP CHARGED WITH DEADLY WEAPON

PROFESSORS IMMORAL?

SECURITY OFFICERS AT THE AIRPORT IN ORANGE COUNTY, CA·
LIF. FOUND A COLLAPSABLE BATON IN SNOOP DOGG'S CARRYON LUGGAGE, AND SNOOP WAS CHARGED WITH POSSESSION
OF A DEADLY WEAPON, ACCORDING TO CNN.COM

FIND OUT WHAT STUDENTS AND PROFSSORS THINK ABOUT PRO.
FESSOR-AUTHORED BOOKS BEING REQUIRED FOR CLASS.
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Students Discover Political

CSP Offers Minor In
Caribbean Studies

Identity

BY INNIS BUGGS
Contributing Writer

BY MERCIA WILLIAMS

we do in Caribbean studies
because it crosses so many
disciplines." According to
DeGout, people who have
graduated with a 1ninor in
Caribbean studies come from
a diverse academic background, including a dance
major, a philosophy major
and a public relations major.
At the info-social, students will have the opportunity to speak with some of the
people who currently have
Caribbean studies as a minor
as well as son1e of the faculty
who teach classes within the
minor.
Hawthorne said, "It's a
good minor for careers and
graduate studies ...there are
possibilities for internships."
The event will also allow
students the opportunity to
learn about the international
students' summer program
at the University of the West
Indies in Mona, Jamaica.
The trip is scheduled for July

The Caribbean Studies
Program (CSP) will host
an info-social for students
interested in or considering
minoring in Caribbean studies tomorrow from 4:00 p.m.
to 6:30 p.1n. in the Gallery
Lounge of the Blackburn
Center.
The event will acquaint
interested persons with the
minor through Caribbean
literature, rut, philosophy,
music, film, photography and
visual displays.
Evelyn
Hawthorne,
director of CSP, said anyone interested in finding out
about this interdisciplinary minor should come out.
Dr. Patrick Goodin, head of
the philosophy department,
serves as a chair for CSP.
CSP has offered the
minor for the past four years,
yet only five people have
graduated from Howard
with a minor in the subject.
Administrators suspect the
low enrollment is because not
enough people at Howard are
aware of the minor.
The program's organizer,
Yasmin DeGout, said that the
minor.includes-eighteen credits and while some classes are
required, there are several
classes that will be left to the
student's personal choice and
discretion. An extensive list
of courses that are available
next semester for the minor
will be provided.
Students from any major
can partake in the minor,
which is available through the
College of Arts and Sciences.
DeGout said, "We want
to give people a sense of what
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Pre-registration will be
available at the event, and students will be able to declare
their minor as Caribbean
studies and be advised on the
spot.
,Hawthorne said, "This
is a new minor at Howard
University, and we encourage students to come find out
about it."
DeGout added
"We
'
want to strengthen our program and let people know
we're here...we want to show
how [the minor] is relevant
to everything else and how
it is parallel to the mission at Howard to educate
black people from the entire
Diaspora."

Dtrt.ll S1nitb - Slaff Pholognpbtr

The Caribbean Studies ·Program w ill hold an Info-social
to get the word o ut about the Caribbean studies minor.

Republicans
and
Democrats have spent millions of dollars to win young
An1ericans' votes. But after
all the endorsements, campaign ads and debates, some
students are still unsure how
they will vote.
Compared to previous
generations, today's young
voters are more racially
diverse, better educated, and
generally living and learning
among cultures which would
have been distorted thirty
years ago. The evolution of
society and its youth undoubtedly brings a new, assorted
mentality towards American
political affairs.
The demographics and
ruthless political schemes of
this year's midterm election
contests have fashioned sweltering campaigns, many full
of racial politics. This is the
case for Howard University
student and Maryland resident Shannon Hillard, who
is undecided on how she will
vote in her state's senatorial
election.
"I would like to see another black representative in high
office," Hillard said of Michael
Steele, a black Republican
running for a U.S. Senate seat
against Ben Cardin, a white
Den1ocrat in Maryland.
"But I still don't agree
with Steele's republican politFU~ Pholo
ical views. He runs away from Michael Steele puts young black voters' political identity to test as they must choose
issues like abortion, and he between the tradition of voting for Democrats versus supporting a black candidate.
may be manipulating black
voters with the color of his his narne, thinking voters
Howard
University profile black candidates as
skin," she said.
would mistake him as being Student Association vice their standard representation
Steele is
Lieutenant a black Democrat; why insult president Stephen Nichols, a for key races this year, includGovernor of Maryland and our intelligence?" she asked.
Republican, believes young ing the governorships of Ohio
is one of two black candiCandidates tend to prey people should vote based on and Pennsylvania and the U.S.
dates running for seats in on young voters because they their personal political opin- Senate seats in Maryland and
the U.S. Senate. The other is believe young voters are eas- ions, rather than voting based Michigan.
Democrat Harold Ford Jr., a ily swayed due to their juve- on their family's voting his"Young voters finding
U.S. House Representative nile involvement in American tory or the voting trends of their political identity must
from Tennessee.
politics. However, Howard their race and gender.
realize they can still be sucSteele creates a confusing University Republicans and
"Most African An1erican cessful under a Republican
choice for Maryland's major- Democrats seem to be com- fa1nilies in America are policy," said freshman psyity black democratic voters mitted to politicians of their Democrats, therefore young chology
major
Howard
because he is a Republican affiliation. •
black people raised in a dem- Sueing, who considers himself
and has repeatedly supported
Junior information tech- ocratic household will vote a young black Republican and
President George Bush's con- nology major Deltoria Gallant for Democrat candidates, no who is still ineligible to vote in
troversial policies. The people intends to vote democratically matter what political policy this year's general elections,
question his commitment simply because the Democratic the politicians are promot- because his 18th birthday was
to issues affecting the bla.ck Party candidates seem to pro- ing," Nichols said.
just a couple of weeks ago.
community.
mote and care about minori"It is up to black
"I came from a lower to
"I feel he is being 1nis- ties of all nature more than Republican candidates to middle class household, like
leading towards the black the Republican Party and its change the Republican Party's most Democrats, but I feel that
community," said Maryland candidates.
negative stigma in the black Americans should work for
resident Ashley Gibson, a
"Issues that women, community, but there are not what they become, without an
2006 Howard alum. "He's minorities and middle-class enough black Republicans in evident dependence on govalready lying to the public by U.S. citizens have to deal with major policy changing posi- ernment principle-and that's
passing out bumper stickers eacl1 day seem to have more tions to do so," he said.
what I feel the Republican
saying 'Steele' with the word of a voice in democratic poliRepublicans have man- Party represents...individual'Democrat' at the bottom of tics," Gallant said.
aged to muster up a few high- ity," Sueing said.

Debate About 'Coon' Deemed to Be as Serious as the 'N' Wo ~d
BY TRAVER RIGGINS

word."
The term's usage as a
slang word became popular on
Howard's campus in the spring
of 2005, and its usage has carried on among many students.
Whether or not students
use the word depends mainly
on the student's personal interpretation of the history and
meaning of "coon."
"Cooning to me is a negative stereotype embodying
all the negative stereotypes
placed on black people," said
junior audio production major
Jephree White. She encourages
students to do their research
on the word, and then perhaps
they will not want to continue
their use of it.

Hilltop Staff Writer

Coon. For some students,
the word is used in their everyday conversations.
"I guess we use it in the
same sense people use the 'n'
word," said sophomore broadcast journalism major Alesha
Johnson.
For others, it is a derogatory term, and they would never
take part in its use.
"I think it's positively asinine that students use it. The
• 'n' word is one thing," said
freshman print journalism
major Zelena Williams. "You
can't say you're doing the same
thing you're doing with the 'n'
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Others feel they understand enough about the word's
history to justify their personal
use of it.
"I feel like I'm educated
enough that when I'm joking
around I can pretend to be
ignorant. I know the history of
the word and what it means,"
Johnson said.
However, this "ignorance"
in which Johnson partakes is
viewed by some as genuine and
not pretend.
"StudentS are using it in
ignorance, not realizing that
older folks, white especially,
will say, 'Poor things. They
really are ignorant as to what
we used to db to them,"' said
professor emeritus of African

SPORTS 7

American studies Dr. Russell
Adams. "Black people will say,
'Someone has failed to tell
them,"' Adams said.
According to Adams,
the word stems from the
Portuguese word "barracoon,"
meaning prisoner in a cage.
"The word 'barracoon'
translates into English as the
word barrack, bai-rier, something that holds you back,"
Adams said. He said that white
people adapted and shortened
the word when looking for
slave labor.
''They would say 'I need
some coons,' meaning they
were in need of some black
folks who were already locked
up because they've already

MECCANISMS

8

been broken in for service," he
said.
Adams feels that when
people use the word today they
do not realize what they are
saying, while older generations know that the word is an
insult.
"I'm from the generation
that when you use the word
coon, you're starting a fight
and you hope you win," Adams
said.
~
· Parts of the older black
generation, however, adapted
the word for themselves just as
students are doing today.
"My great-great grandparents would say 'Stop cooning!'
when the kids started acting
up," said African American

EDITORIALS& PERSPECTIVES
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studies chair Dr. Lila Ammons.
The various uses of the
word are relative to each group
that uses it. Sociology professor Dr. Ivor Livingston said
that curses could be more or
less offensive depending on the
context in which they are used.
Johnson said that the way
she and her friends use the
word changes the meaning of it
all together.
"Words are just symbols.
Any connotations attached to
them, positive or negative, are
just what you make them to
be," she said.
On the contrary, Ammons
argues. that the word still has
............... ..... ......... ..········· ...
See COON, NEWS A3
LIFE & STYLE
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The Color of Books: Reading for Knowledge or Money?
Students and Professors Discuss the Morality of Required Class Readings that Are Written by Howard Professors.
BY ANYA L. ALEXANDER
Contnbuting Writer

Clint C. Wilson is a professor in the John H. ,Johnson
School of Communications
department of journalism
who teaches mass media and
society, history of multicultural media, and the history
of the black press. 'Nilson
has authored and co-authored
five books, two of which arc
required readings for his media
histol") class.
Like \Vilson, many professors al Boward have written
and published books in their
respective areas of expertise
and require students to buy
them for the class. But many
students wonder what is the
driving force behind reading
their professors' work.
"I don't do it for the
monc}," Wilson said. "I'm a
journalist, I'm a writcr... and I
\\Tite books."
\Vilson said that having
a professor who has written
a book is an opportunity for
students to take advantage of
their knowledge and research
expertise. He has received volumes of feedback and interest

in his books from people and
students outside of Howard.
According to his profile on
I Ioward's Web site, Wilson has
been a professional journalist and editor for news media
organizations including the Los
Angeles Times, the Associated
Press, the Los Angeles Sentinel
and Sepca magazine.
His latest book is "A
History of the Black Press,"
which completes a work begun
by the late Dr. Armistead
Pride" and was publisr >d by
Howard University Press.
Wilson's books "Racism,
Sexism, and the Media" and
"A History of the Black Press"
are used in journalism classes
at over 150 universities including the University of Michigan,
Temple University, University
ofTexas and California's states
colleges to name a few.
''It's nice when you
go somewhere and people
respond to me like I'm a movie
star."
Wilson said that he wrote
the book for academic purposes to advance knowledge.
Cameron Byrd, a freshman English major, said that
professors can gain insight

into their own teachings by
using books that they publish
for lectures.
" It allows the professors lo
Leach from their own experiences to supplement their curriculum," Byrd said.
"Since they are the authors
of the work, ii presents an
opportunity lo ask questions
directly and get immediate
and detailed responses."
One student said that one
of her classes where tl1e professor's book was a required
reading made the class interesting but a bit challenging.
Allison Davidson, a junior
physician assistant major,
gained a lot offirst hand knowledge about the culture and lifestyle of people in Africa in her
Introduction to Contemporary
Africa clas~ since her professor
was a nati of Africa.
She sd.id that the professor did no\ rely heavily on the
book because he was able to
speak from personal experience. When she did refer
to the book Lo compare that
material to her lecture notes,
she found that e"erything connected and made sense.
"You tend to learn more

l>tl'T'll ,, 11th 't.1R' Ph•Jof~a>-r

Some classes require students to read books written by their professors, such as the five Ian
Smart books above. Some students say the personal touch adds to professors' lectures.

when teachers put their personal ~tory into it," Davidson
said. "Everybody remembers
stories.'

Davidson said that one
advantage of professors using
their own books as the required
reading for courses is that

the instructors have already
researched, \\Titlen about and
learned the ins and outs of the
subjects they teach.

Panel Debates Depression
BY EBONI FARMER
H1/llop Staff Writer

"If I could just help one

person it would be wortl1 it.
That is what I came here for,"
said math major and graduating senior Tanya Hazel.
Hazel was on a panel of
students who had suffered from
depression while at Howard
but managed to bounce back
and get their lives back on
track. The panel had an explicit discussion on their battles
with depression and how they
were able to pull through them
last night in Locke Hall.
Acknowled11ing that a
problemexistsandseekinghelp
afterward is one of the points
the panelists addressed.
"What
really
helped
me was the Office of Special
Student Services," said Hazel.
She discussed how depression l'ould be debilitating and
the fact that many students
take issue with talking to professors about their problems.
Hazel said that the Office of
Special Student Services could
help bridge the gap between
students and professors if
there arc health issues.
Bilal Russell, a psychology
major and graduating senior,
was also on the panel.
"I'm glad I went through
what I went through early
in life because I was able to
bounce back. If we learn from
the challenges earl) in life it
makes it easier to bounce,"
Russell said.
A lot of the stigmas associ-

(j
ated with depression were also people before I took care of
discussed during the panel.
m~·self. You ha,·e to take care
Some of these stigmas of yourself before you take care
include African Americans not of anyone else," Watson said.
being susceptible to mental illLee Anderson. a repness. As a result of this stig- resentative from the U.S.
ma, revelaing mental illness Department of Mental Health,
is not accepted in the African was also at the event and disAmerican community.
cussed a new campaign that
Dr. Sanders, a counselor works works to get rid of the
at the University counseling stigmas that have been placed
center, was in attendance at on mental ill nesses like depresthe meeting.
sion.
"The counseling center
" \ \1c are working on a
is set up as a support system national anti-stigma campaign
for students. The center helps that will be aired during the
students th rough whatever Thanksgiving holiday. The
issue they are going through. campaign is targeting people
We are here to plug students between the ages of 18-25,
into whatever resources they minorities and other ethnic
need,'' Sanders said.
groups, as well as the elderly,"
Sanders advises students said Anderson.
to find someone they can open
Freshman biology major
up to about their issues because Maya Lewis \\as in the audiit makes life less stressful.
ence. "I got a lot from lhl'
Sanders also said that it discussion. I'm not sufft•ring
is important for students to from depression but there arc
come out and discuss e\·en times when I ha\'<.' had trouble
the small issues before things adjusting to life al Howard. Its
gel too hectic and suddenly nice lo know that other stuunbearable.
dents are going U1rough the
One student at the open same things I am and that I
discussion was not sure if she have somewhere to go if I am
was depressed or not but said having problems."
she always fe lt tired. Another
Imani Fisher, a freshman
student who reported hav- political scienCl' major, felt that
ing a hard time studying and students should know mon•
remaining focused was also about e\'ents like the panel disunsure if she was depressed.
cussion held last night.
Howard alum Vanessa
"I feel that students may
Watson came out to share not always know that they
some of her knowledge with have a place to talk about their
students.
issues. There was not a large
"One issue that I had was audience," she said.
saying no. l took care of other

l

Reading
illhe Hilltop while
sitting on the Yard
will increase
your sex appeal by
43.76 percent.*
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Panelists in Locke Hall spoke about mental health Issues such as depression on college
campuses. The panel was attended by students, alumni and professors.
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a broader context outside ead1 individual's group of
friends nnd U1at tl1ey do not
possess the power or control to
change it.
"People in the academic
community look to Webster,
not to each other," she said.
It has not been determined
where contemporary use of the
word originated. Some sh1dcnts claim to hear it in their
hometowns while others have
never heard it outside campus.
White, who first heard
the word used on the Yard,
said, "It's mostly an HU phenomenon. When I go [to my
hometown) I don't hear it." She
hears students using it to refer
to their peers' behavior, particularh when they are acting
foolish.
'"I mostly hear it used sar-

castically. They're using it to
make fun," she said.
The
reason
students
choose to use it in the first place
could be because of their social
groups. "It's like a hand shake
to a fraternity," Livingston said.
He feels that people of different sub-culture groups use the
word in order to fit in.
No matter why students
choose to use the word or not,
Adams attributes its ease of
adaptation to how society is
structured today.
"The sadness about some
parts of desegregation is tl1at
tl1ere is a segregation of ignorance," he said. According to
Adams, students should be
wary of their use of it.
He said, "Any group that
forgets how stuff happened
then is bound to be a victim of
what is happening now."

The Hilltop
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Howard Students Run For Office In Surrounding Community
BY JOUANNA SPANN
Contnbuting Wnter

Howard alum Nate Mathews,
ANC commissioner for Ward 1B10,
is hoping that registered Howard
voters and the surrounding Howard
com1nunity will give him a second
year as Advisory Neighborhood
Com1nissioner (ANC) 1B10 by reelecting hiin at the polls today.
Nate Mathews, who graduated
in 2006 from Howard University
with a B.A. in history, is running for
re-election because of his "love to
empower people in their collective
self interest," Mathews said.
One of the issues that Mathews
hope to touch upon with his reelection is to propose that the ANC
support an organization that will
try to 1nake across the board testing
HIV/AIDS initiative a reality.
"The more information you arc
able to effectively get to people, the
more able you are to prevent further transmission. People just have
to overcome their fears and bias,"
Mathews said.
Senior political science major
and Ward 1 resident Falani Spivey Nate Matthews (above), a former Howard student, along with current Howard undergrad Jomarl
resonated the same concern. "We Peterson are running for office with local Advisory Neighborhood Commissions In Howard community.
have a significant population of
Resident of Ward 1, Candyce dents to realize is that community
HIV/AIDS individuals in the D.C. have a place where all gover11area and local politicians have ment agencies were under one roof Phoenix, had the same sentiments. service is not just cleaning a neighneglected to bring the HIV/ AIDS recruiting Howard students, and "Howard students are agents for borhood or feeding the homeless,
issue to the table, because of the that he would like to see this pap- change and its crucial to have but "it's also learning and listening
to local residents and being aware
stigmas related to the disease, so pen for them. He said that it is experience within the system and
[Mathews'] project will be a great necessary for Howard students to understand the system, in order to and active with different issues that
confront the neighborhoods and
aspect to the community," Spivey get involved with local government change it.
Some of the things that the city in general."
agencies, because there is a lot of
said.
Phoenix said that she approves
Mathews is hoping to connect potential at Howard for organized Mathews did last year in his posiHoward graduate students and students to vote and influence local tion as an ANC commissioner was of Mathews' goals. She said that
other graduates students in general policies. "Where ever you go, there register over 200 students to vote, Mathews is a great candidate
with opportunities in various gov- you are, so it is the responsibility organize neighborhood health fairs because "White politicians often
ernment agencies by having intern- for every concerned human being and led students in regular commu- try to get the black vote just for
to look around his or her environ- nity service, like clean-up. He said the sake of getting the vote, whereship fairs.
that one thing that he wanted stu- as Nate clearly inakes an effort to
Mathews said that he doesn't ment.''

111\f;I{ f)N

understand where people are con1ing from and try to reach thc1n at
their level, instead of talking do\vn
to the1n."
Not only is Mathews running
for re-election for ANC comtnissioner ward 1B10, but Howard student \-vrite-in candidate, junior civil
engineering major Jon1ari Peterson
who heard about the position fron1
Mathews, is also running for ANC
cmn111issioner for ward 1B11, for
the first time.
Some of the issues that he hopes
to outline with first-tin1e election
are things like uniting the Howard
students with the surrounding
conununity.
"Howard students detach the111selves from the surrounding co1n1nunity and they lose their opportunity to assist the com1nunity and
develop their skills as leaders, and
understanding the people around
them," Peterson said. "We need to
realize that not all life is about college, life is about everything around
~."

To replicate the problem,
Peterson hopes to be able to advise
the ward council members to invest
in a foru1n where the con1munity
can immediately voice concerns to
local government that is easy to
access and use.
Junior computer science major
and Ward 1 resident Demetrius
Moore said that a goal like this
would benefit the surrounding area
and that with "a person like Jomari,
who really cares, things will get
done."
"There is no special requirement for getting active or becoming
politically active, the only requirement is to know v;hat you want and
know how to go about getting it,"
Mathews said.

111. f)f;I{:
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Logan Circle
BY AEJA WASHINGTON
Contnbuting Writer

Logan Circle is approximately eight blocks and sits
in the Northwest quadrant
of Washington, D.C. It has
remained practically the
same since its late 191h century residential development.
Logan Circle is located
six blocks east of Dupont
Circle. Together, Logan
Circle and Dupont Circle
forn1 an inverted triangle
in correlation to the White
House. Logan Circle intersects with 131h Street, P
Street, Rhode Island Avenue
and Vermont Avenue.
Within the center of
Logan Circle lies a federal
park and a bronze equestrian statue with a marble base
of Major General John A.
Logan which was designed
by
Franklin
Simons.
Logan was Commander of
the Arn1y in Tennessee during the Civil War then later
became the Comn1ander
of the Grand Army of the
Republic. Later on, Logan
served as a representative
and senator from Illinois.
Originally named "Iowa
Circle," Logan was renamed
by Congress in 1930. Logan
lived at Logan Circle for a
short time during 1885, one

year before his death. The
statue was commissioned in
1891 and later dedicated by
President William McKinley
on April 9, 1901.
During the Civil \Var,
Logan Circle was considered disorderly. Smugglers
and freed1nen were c0111monly seen and lived in this
area. Logan Circle, which
was once an open field, was
known as "executioner's
square~ where spies and
fugitives were hung.
Many
remarkable
three. and four story to\vnhouses surround the circle
and nearby streets, one
of which belonged to the
son of American Civil War
General and U.S. Presidt•nt
Ulysses S. Grant. 111e
houses uniquely fit in their
own slots around the circle
despite the irregular and
odd lot shapes. ~1ost of the
houses were constructed
during the late 191h century,
duplicating late Victorian
and Richardsonian architecture.
Around the mid-189os,
many expensive mansions
\\ere built around Dupont
Circle, which drove many
residents west toward
the boon1ing area. By the
turn of the century, Logan
Circle transformed itself
by becoming the social and

l'h1110 (•ourttf.) nf ''"'".lM·)untklt·,..... 1n1

An equestrian statue of MaJor General John A. Logan sits as the centerpiece of
the mostly residential Logan C?lrcle, which Is now undergoing major renovations.

intellectual core of black
\\'ashington.
Mary McLeod Bethune,
who founded the National
Council of Negro Women
(NCNW), occupied 1318
Vennont Ave. For many
years, this location served

as N CN W's headquarters, boxer .Jack Johnson; politito which First Lady Eleanor cal acthist and nationacclain1ed
.1rtist
Roosevelt made numerous ally
Alma Thomas, Howard
visits.
University's first graduMany prominent perate of the art depart111ent
sons lived in homes within
in 1924; famous civil rights
Logan Circle, such as fan1ous
attorney and orator El ford

\ . Lawson; the flrst black
woman appointed to a
judgeship by President
,John F. Kennedy, Majorie
Lawson;
\Vashington's
first black architect, J ohn
Lankford; and educator Mary Jane Patterson,
the first African Alnerican
woman in the \vorld to earn
n college degree, which
she obtnined in 1862 fro1n
Oberlin College.
Today, Logan Circle
is undergoing a face lift.
Many new businesses and
restaurants have opened up
within the area, induding
Sparky's Exprcsso Cafe.
Dakota Cowgirl and Logan
Tavern. The strip along
14"' Street is undergoing a
renewal process. The area
contains both art galleries
and live theater. The Studio
Theater, which sits on i41h
and P Streets, is an eclectic
urban theater known for its
productions and perforn1ing arts. In 1999. a previously abandoned parking
garage sat in place of the
busy \Vhole Foods Market
located nvo blocks fro1n
Logan Circle.
Logan Circle today
continues to renovate
itself and further illustrate
Washington's historic elegance.
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HONEST INGREDIENTS.

I

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living
expenses. But ifs the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force

C~ipotte.

dentist, you'll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You"ll
have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won't rest on your

•

MCI

CENTER @ ·7TH .&

G

STR .EET

shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Profe!>sions Scholarship Program, call or
visit us online. ·
1-800-588· 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE
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WeGi1iesda.y@ 6 : 0 0
T f l e 1 :1 :ili:Etop ·office,
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If you want to be a better writer, for Tl'l.e F:Iillt:o.1~ or anyone else.
If you're interested in becoming a staff vv1-ite1-.. you must: attend.
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Hill Proves Big Things Conte in Sntall Packages SCOREBOARD
& SCHEDULE

BY WHITNEY PARNELL
Contributing Writer

Don't let her size fool you. While
standing at a deceivingly diminutive 5' 2", Stephanie Hill's stature
may not be overly impressive, but
her track record proves othen~;se.
•
Actually, track is not .one of the
sports in which the Delaware native
specializes, but give this athlete a
soccer ball or a football and she will
definitely impress you.
Stephanie Hill, a graduate assistant here at Howard pursuing a master's degree in sports management,
is an alumnus of the University
and veteran of the women's soccer
team. When asked why she chose
Howard for her collegiate career,
Hill answered, "It was the only
black school viith a [women's] soccer team." Fortunately for Howard,
that was all it took.
Hill dominated the Howard
University soccer team from 19992003, which proved to be some of
the best years for the team. One
season that is most memorable for
Hill is when the team went 10-8-1,
which still stands as the only winning record in the team's history.
Hill reminisced fondly on these Stephanie Hill teaches lessons on the field and in the classroom as a graduate assistant here at Howard
years, saying that many students and as a wide receiver for the D.C. Divas professional women's footb11ll team.
came out to watch the team and
their gritty, aggressive form of play. schedule, Hill finds time to volun- disappointed in the turnout of spec- ety. One thing that plays an impor"Even if we would lose," said Hill, teer, helping to coach a Pop Warner tators. "It varies from game to game, tant role in Hill's life is fitness.
"it was never about a lack of heart team through the Boys and Girls anywhere from 100 to 700," Hill
The fact that the interview for
or trying."
Club.)
said about the crowd. Of the rea- this article took place at nine in the
Hill is now making moves on
Judging from Hill's description son for such low nmnbers, Hill said, morning with Hill on a stationary
the football field with the National of the team, these "divas" are any- "Not enough people know about it." bike is extremely indicative of her
Women's Football Association's thing but. Last season the defense However, readers of the Hilltop, personality and the value she places
D.C. Divas, entering her second sea- allowed only 27 points throughout now you have no excuse.
on health and fitness not just for
son with the team.
the entire season, and the tea1n went
In addition to her efforts on the herself, but for her students as well.
She became involved after undefeated in 11 games, eventually gridiron, Hill teaches two courses
"Students don't understand
encouragement from the head coach going on to win the league's Super at the University: a soccer activ- that what they do now affects their
of the youth football tean1 she Bowl.
ity course and an intensive writing future," says Hill. She places great
assists. (Yes. Even with her busy
Even with all this success, Hill is course on the role of sports in soci- importance on the activity courses

SCORES
None

I

Mlb-IAJTERH

'

TODAY'S GAMES

None

here at the University, but says complaints and the lack of participation
leave her frustrated. "You don't have
to love it," Hill wants students to
understand, "but you need to see the
benefit in it.''
Hill's strong feelings on this
issue have inspired her to establish
an organization within the department of health, human performance
and leisure studies, to promote fitness. The group, which Hill created
in association with fellow teaching
assistants, is entitled "Afya," which
is Swahili for ''health, strength and
well-being."
Hill definitely sees coaching
in her future. She even has aspirations of becon1ing the first African.American female to be the General
Manager of an NFL team.
If the dedication she has shown
toward her athletic endeavors is any
indication of the way she will pursue
this goal, it is as good as done.

t

Around the

'
SC State's Baker tops 1,000
yard rushing mark for third
straight season

NBr
..

DeShawn Baker, a senior running
back for the South Carolina State
Bulldogs, rushed for 170 yard s
on 14 attempts against the Bison
on Saturday, en route to totaling
1,019 yards so far this season.

'

Barbaro's Cast Removed

This Is the third consecutive season that Baker has rushed for
over 1,000 yards.
His performance earned him
MEAC Co-offensive Player of the
Week honors with Hampton running back Alonzo Coleman.

Kentucky Derby winner Barbaro had the cast removed from his lower right
hind leg Monday.
The Kentucky Derby winner had been in the cast since having surgery on
May 21 followlng a life-threatening Injury at the Preakness where he broke
three bones above and below his right rear ankle.
" He had a perfect pool recovery and Immediately stood. He walked easily back to his stall," Dean Richardson, chief surgeon at the University of
Pennsylvania's New Bolton Center, told the Associated Press. " He used all
of his legs quite well.
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On November 7, 1986, the longest football winning-streak came to an end when
Canyon High of Canyon Country California lost 21-20 to Antelope Valley High of
nearby Lancaster. Canyon Hig~ had. 46 consecutive wins before this loss .
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He Said
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She Said
'

The Cycle
A moment of relief is all I
feel. I mean it's good to knO\\
that I am not goinv, lo be a
fatlll'r for al least another
month \\hen I ;qn not read\
to be one for at least several
years. But that feeling dissipates at the first sensual kiss
that I receive from a female
who is being visited by her
aunt.
That time of the month
for females means a time of
annoyance, strife and patience
for me. It's something about
that timt of month when
femal.:s have a heightened
sense of emotions and impa
tience that just makes my skin
crawl. Don't get me wrong. I
have dated and been friends
with my share of females that
can handle their aunt's worries and woes.
For the most part. though.
it's all bad news. From a long
traffk light to the \\ rong look
from a tore clerk, rt seems
like e ·el) thing gt.ts I IO\\ll up
like it's the biggest issue in
the world. And I'm tired of
hearing it.
Having to open my ears

to such mundane
complaints would
be okay, if I did
not feel like T was
being
chastised.
Listening tr> •. ripes
is okay: most of the
time I'm not real1> listening, anyway. But tossing
and turning in m)
sheets for a week
straight is not.
My final problem \\ith the cycle
is that it i' the biggest scapegoat of all
time. Starting from
when I was a kid
in middle school, it
became almost too
easy for a female to
blame eve!') thing
that went wrong
during a day on her
visitor. I mean, come on. you
didn't cur-;e out evc1; guy
in your stud) group because
t's hat tin e of thi• month
I have even personall) \\itnessed females who plan to
blame their short tempers on
the cycle.

Some might say, also,
th<1t th• re is a time of the
month tor us males as well as
females. It's evf'n been scientifically proven. nut we only
rarel) try to tlse our mood
swings as a scapegoat.

7, 2006

on the doorknob.
impatience/greed of one very
Fellas: let's be hungn woman named Eve.
honest.Statistieally.
I knm' if God told me,
21-24 days out of a
"Don't eat that apple," I
28-d:iy t~ rle, P\IS \\0111 ln't eat it .Just because
•
1s no affecting J1e He s;, d so I mean, let's face
woman in your it. \Vh) would I mess with an
lifo. Short of giv- apple when I could have Lhe
ing the anatomical possibility of Chipotle presentplay-by-play of her l'd for my consumption? But I
monthly struggle, digress.
PMS is usually a
Perhaps the intolerable
precursor to a week attitude stems from the lack of
of anguish, aggra- emotional support from men,
\tltion and incon- other \\omen, and pharma\'l'niencc. I'm sure ccuti. ·al companies. \Vith tlw
you coul I argue vast majority of women suf.
that those four to fcring from excruciating pain,
SC\ en days arc trau"hy wouJd the proverbiaJ drug
matic and c<m put lords come out \\.ith a weak
strain on any rela- supplement like Midol. My
tionship, but evet)' Halloween cand) suffices as a
time that a "oman better pain relicH'r. But again,
is angl) ''ith you, , I digress.
Ph<·••"'"'"'"'' ,.,, ....,.ma<l.•ct'ntl"lll.tom
it's not bccausP of
So ladies, I guess tl1is is
PMS. Maybe you one of those U1ings we just have
Ah ..it's our favorite time were being tritlinD
to grln and 11' 1r \Yith great
of the month. Ye!. folks. I'm
The angry• chip I l'arr:- on po\\Cr comes great responsitalking about U1e arrival of the m) shouklt'r rs not bcc.iuse I bility and ''1th the power of life
visitor from hell. She always am chemically imbalanced or in our bodies. we need to chercomes at the wrong time, like even dru~ed b> a hormonal ish the task. Just imagine what
the roommate \\ho didn't cocktail, but rather. e\ery· the world would be like if men
notice the striped tie hanging month I am reminck·d of the had an Uncle Lo.

•
•
•
•
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Overheard ® fhe Mecca

1

••

I

Out of the ordinary news briefs that beg the
question, "What The.•. ?!"

Kanye West's A Sore Loser
At last fhursday's MTV Europe Music
Video Awards in Denmark, Kanye West
charged the stage and flew into a rant over
losing the Best Video award.
J~tice V\. Simians walked away with
the award tor their video, "\\'e Are Your
friends."
Along with an array of obscenities
\Vest also said that he would been able to
accept a loss to Gnarls Barkley but not to
groups that he had n ot heard about nor
seen their video.
According to West, he's done with
award shows, "Matter of fact, I'm not going
to any more awards shows; he said. "From
now on, 1 got all the awards I need. I'm
only malting my music for the fans."

NEqual Opportut1ity is lawful at1d JustN
I Overheard at Shaw/Howard Metro Stop
I
Progressive Girl: Did you just clutch your purse tighter
I
when that black man walked by?
I
Country Girl: Girl, yes. It's midnight, it's the hood and I'd
like to keep my possessions.
I
Progressive Girl: That is horrible. Would you have done
I
I
I

that if a white man woulda walked by?
Country Girl: Of course!! Those are the ones who grab
you, beat you, rape you, dismember you and then eat
your toenails.

I

I
I
I
I

L

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Please send any responses to Meccanis111s; 'He Said . ..
She Said' topics, What The ... ?! or any other contributions to

Compil~d by Joshua Thomas, Deputy ,\fa11agi11g Editor
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I

Professor: I had a great Homecoming weekend. It was
just... man, I just. ..I still can't believe some of the things I
got into, heh.
Student #1: Like what?
Professor: Well, I can't really discuss it with the class.
Student #2: You shot Cam'ron, didn't you?

News courtesy of mtu.com, El 011/i11c

•"--.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I Check out tMore at OverheardatthetMecca.blogspot.cotM attd
I subtMlt to OverheardatthetMecca"gtMall.cotM

11hoto ('OUMl"') or lrn11Jitl'1:llc.he2.allf)l•\tl'l"N.4.:0rtl

. .

I

I

I NFor the Love of a latttborghit11"
I Overheard it1 Et1git1eerlt1g Auditoriuttt
I

After seven years of marriage Academy
Award winning actress, Reese \Viterspoon,
and husband Ryan Phillipe have called it a
wrap, according to \Vitherspoon's publicist
Nanci Ryder.
"\\·e are saddtned to announce that
Reese and Ryan have decided to formally
separate:' Ryder released in a statement.
"They remain committed to their family,
and we ask that you please respect their
privacy and the safety of their children at
this time:•
According to TJ\tZ.com, divorce
papers have not been filed but \Vitherspoon
has contacted Hollywood attorney, Robert
Kaufman. ln the p;1st he has represented
Lisa Marie Presley, l'oseannc, and Jennifer
Aniston

I
I
I

I
I

I

Walk The Line•••To Divorce

I
I
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SILENCE MY FQlcNOf
THc SOUND OF PEOPLE
VOTING FOR MIO-TERM
ELECTIONS!

HEY! 00 YOU
HEAQ THAT?

HEAQ WHAT.

0 -.

WWW.THEIDLLTOPONLINE.COM

Daily Sudoku
Directions: Each row, each column,
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every dig it 1-9 exactly once.
- - - -
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6
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Political Action: Charge to Vote
We know you're busy. Congressional members we do ing the history and the system
Many of us are just recovering elect have the important task is not enough.
from mid-terms just to have of keeping our president in
We don't have to wait to
to run around campus to get check. We may not be able to be alumni to give back to this
cleared for registration. But get Bush out, but we can put University and we don't have
something much bigger than people on the Hill today who to be able to sign big endorsevalidation is going on around will keep him in line.
ment checks to be a political
us. Mid-term elections are
Items on the ballot that participant.
today and we are sad to say could have an even bigger
After
being
deemed
many Howard students have impact on our community are the most "politically active
missed the boat.
those on affirmative action campus," we have been
Maybe our staff just and other issues that directly under attack lately for our
didn't see you, but
decline in political
we haven't seen one
involvement first
student bust out the
by
Washington
'Vote or Die' t-shirt,
Post
columnist
Let
our
silence
for
midter1n
any organizations
Courtland
Milloy
on the Yard regisand recently by an
elections be broken. Wake ztp
tering people to vote
article on CNN.con1
Howard
and
get
politically
or even the campus
tllat said,"
grapevine Facebook
At
Howard
involved.
have any groups or
University
in
events getting this campus affect us. Who better to decide Washington, politics on the
fired up about voting.
our fate than ourselves?
national level seemed secondWe aren't setting ourWe realize it's too late to ary to student council elecselves a pa1t and regret not vote this time if you already tions and homecoming festivireminding students more to haven't made arrangements, ties."
make sure you got your absen- but this is definitely the time
Though at any campus
tee ballot. The fact is it isn't and ample opportunity for us these things are important, the
anybody's job to remind any all to become more politically- fact that we are in the Nation's
of us to vote. And it wasn't involved.
Capitol and that we have such
anybody's job to sacrifice their
We commend HUSA and a rich activist history holds us
lives for us to be able to vote. UGSA for leading the way with to a higher standard.
But they did it.
its plans for Black Monday
Let's lift our mantle of
We recognize subcon- December 4 and encourage all political involvement higher.
sciously, many of us still students to get on board.
We don't have to stop caring
haven't got over Bush's win,
The old adage to 'Think about Homecoming (we know
or the rationale of a country Globally and Act Locally' that would never happen.)
that calls itself a "democracy" stands true for our own politiBut let's be as vigilant
to have a president who did cal activism and we challenge as we arc in getting tickets to
not win the popular vote.
us all to step up our game. the fashion show to knowing
But that's what inade There are inany ways to be what's going on in our comthese mid-term elections so politically involved and most munity, nation and beyond.
important. There is no elec- of us are on the right track by This campus has been too
toral college to shape your being here at Howard and get- silent on tl1is important elecvote in Congress. And those ting educated. But just learn- tion. Let's break the silence.

Our View:

that e-mail, phone calls or vis- teachers be too much work·?
its are conduits we use express With a letter, full of love and
ourselves to them. And you trutl1, they will always have
have a valid argument, but something tangible to recall
after tllat short-lived moment, and will always re1nember
then what? Most of the expe- that moment and feeling when
rience is forgotten and then they opened the envelope to
everyone is left with lasting read thoughts that you felt at
memories, which will soon be a moment in time about your
forgotten due to this society's relationship.
attention deficit or its failI wrote an article a couple
ure to register in the sensory of weeks ago about a commotor.
munity cleanup. I failed to
I am not pressing any- provide any contact informaone to send money, because tion in the letter and I apolofrankly. inost of us are dis- gize for those of you who were
abled financially. We choose interested in lending a helpto spend what little money we ing hand.
do have on our own personal
If you think tllat the
needs, mixed with the buf- cleansing of tlie neighborhood
foonery of clubbing and the is important and would like to
hetero/homo sexual act of out help, email me at nemo_2_
of wedlock intercourse.
edgewood@hotmail.com.
If we have tlle intelliI hope to hear from you
gence and ability do to all of soon. And, oh yeah, when you
this, how can sending a sim- write those letters to your
ple thank you letter to your loved ones, email me and tell
church, synagogue, relatives, me how they responded.
friends of the family and old
-Robaer Washington
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Do you want to write for THE HILLTOP?
Come to our budget meeting

Monday
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UH, YOU KNOW THAT
COUL.0 Sc THE SOUNO
OF NO ONE VOTING
AT ALL. QIGHT?

When was the last time
you wrote a letter to your
loved ones? Not because of
then1 financing obligations
that you, as a young adult,
should have taken care of nor
because they sent you a care
package.
More importantly, when
was the last time you sent
them a letter just to express
your gratitude for them?
We sometimes forget
about others and their sacrifices of money and time they
used to take care of our needs.
And how do we thank them;
we express our indignation
for their lack of support and
our unhappiness.
I am writing not to cut
bridges or to make you realize the error in yom· ways,
because I am just as guilty
as the rest of the lot. But at
some point, someone has to
ask, "Where is the young adult
accountability'?"
Many of us will even argue
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10 I LIFE & STYLE
Semester Requirements Press Students
N OVEMBER

BY AMARIS NOBLE
Contnbutmg Wnter

On any given day at The
l\lecca, students rush from
back to back classes, to campus club meetings while balancing jobs and internships.
Considering all of these academic and extracurricular
activities, many
students
have trouble finding time to
study. With the one month
countdown until the start of
the spring semester, many
Howard students find themselves falling behind and missing course requirements.
'Tve been stressed since
I got Lo Howard," said freshman public relations major
Andrea Hardgrove. "More is
expected of me as a college
student and the adjustment
from high school to college has
been tough, especially because
I work at least 15 hours a week
to help pay for my tuition."
Professors stress the fact
that simply attending class
and handing in homework
assignments are not sufficient
when it's time to search for
employment. But are students
focusing too much on filling
resumes than satisfying course
requirements?

filit Phot()

Students balance full course loads, membership in campus organizations and part-time
jobs. Professors suggest spending time wisely and cutting down on excessive socializing.

Sophomore
speech
pathology major Kaila Iglehart
expressed the pressures of
working and engaging in oncampus organizations.
"At the freshman orientations, professors say that
students should get involved
and that certain amounts of
experience is needed to enter

the work force, so I think
sometimes people spend most
of their time worried about
extracurricular things other
than the main reason that they
are at Howard, which is their
school work," Iglehart said.
Some Howard professors
have a keen sense for picking
out procrastinating students.

'lhe serious students start
early and the students that
aren't serious I can normally
weed out in the first month,"
said political science professor Dr. John Walton Cotman.
During the first two weeks
of the fall semester, Cotman
assigns simple tasks to get students in the habit of meeting

deadlines and managing ~heir
Lime wisely, such as purchasing required textbooks, presenting brainstorms for major
projects and handing in t·ontact information.
However, the warning
signs for slacking students are
evident.
"If they don't attend or are
late for class, miss mandato1y
meetings with me, don't have
the books or don't show up to
class until the second or third
week of the semester, I can tell
who's going to have the proper
discipline to be successful and
generally who can't," Cotman
said. "You come to Howard
University to learn, that's the
reason why you're here. It's all
about time management and
seriousness."
In contrast, there are professors who have a more laid
back, unstructured approach
to their courses that leaves
students confused and in-the-•
dark about what is expected
of them.
Sophomore
mechanical engineering major Justin
Lamb argued that some
instructors are insensitive to
the needs of students. "I am
doing well in all of my classes
except one. Some of my teach-

WHAT'S IN YOUR BAG?
We at Life and Style have
noticed somethinq...people c.arry
their lives in their bags. JVhether
it's a designer, knockoff or a book
bag. Howard students have it all in
the bag. So we decided to randomly
ask students to volunteer to show
us what's in their bag. It gives you a
chance to get a little of the spotlight
and show your personality and we
get to be nosy! So clean out those
receipts and any incriminating evidence. You never know if we"ll ask
"H'hat's in your bag?"

\\'hut in )Ollr bag can't you live without?
..lily \\allct, because I only earl)· around
plastic and I hu\·e all of my receipts in it. :My
PSP because it's all purpose -- :\IP3, video
gam~. TV, Internet and DVD all in one. Is
that not hot? And my lip-gloss because ifs
Mac. S14.79 from the 'Mac store, [and) it's
my ultimate shine -- not too dressy, not too
casual and it's just right and sexy..,
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ers don't have dates for tests,
projects and homework. Their
disorganization causes me to
be disorganized and I can't
anticipate my work load."
The discipline needed to
resist temptations to socialize
on the Yard or hang out in the
Punch Out between classes is
hard enough, let alone bringing ones self to attend late,
drawn out club meetings and
unproductive study groups.
Are professors sympathetic
when it comes to the active,
multitasking Howard student?
Political science professor
Marilyn E. Lashley says no.
"It's a waste of their
money, it's a waste of tax pay~
ers money and it's a waste of
their parent's money. If students don't do what they came
here to do then they really
shouldn't be here. They are
taking the seat of someone else
who would use it far better."
Despite the burnt out feeling that results after months of
papers and high priority projects, students are expected to
stick it out and do the work.
"There is no real way to
prepare for classes that throw
unexpected dates at you,"
Lamb said...You just have to
take it as it comes."
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Sun Splash Tours'
20th Anniversary Specials
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NOW HIRING REPS:
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- Krystalyn Azikiwe, a junior
business management major
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